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Abstract 

 

Free-space optics (FSO) communications is a technology that uses modulated infrared 

optical beams to transmit information line-of-sight through the atmosphere.  There 

has been a substantial increase in the use of FSO technology over the last few years, 

mainly for “last mile” applications, because FSO links provide the transmission 

capacity to overcome bandwidth bottlenecks between backbone optical fiber links and 

metropolitan concentrations of end users.  Optical fiber has been traditionally 

deployed for the transmission of both digital and analog signals. While transmission 

techniques for analog radio frequency (RF) intensity-modulated signals over optical 

fibers is well-established, prior to the investigations presented in this dissertation, 

there is no report of research on the efficiency of FSO for transmission of analog 

signals in the technical literature. This dissertation research investigated the 

effectiveness of FSO to transport modulated RF analog signals and compares key 

performance measures against those of fiber optic links. In addition, a new method to 

setup temporary IS-95 CDMA microcells or permanent IS-95 CDMA macrocells 

using FSO was proposed and its viability investigated.  Finally, a new transmission 

technique for transmitting multiple RF signals (channels) over a single FSO link 

using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology for potential CATV 

applications was demonstrated.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Free-space optics (FSO) communication uses modulated optical beams, usually 

generated by laser sources or light emitting diodes (LEDs), to transmit data, voice, 

and multimedia through the atmosphere.  There has been an exponential increase in 

the use of FSO technology over the last few years, mainly for “last mile” applications, 

because FSO links provide the transmission capacity to overcome bandwidth 

bottlenecks between the fiber and the metropolitan concentration of end users [1].  

The desire to develop increased bandwidth Internet access has stimulated much of 

this growth and as a result, the major focus of most FSO research and development 

has been toward the transmission of digital signaling formats.  Recently, FSO has 

provided the physical-layer transport infrastructure for the following digital 

applications [2-8]: 

• Cellular telephony 

• Voice-over-IP (VoIP) 

• “Last Mile” applications 

• Multiplexed voice and data 

• Wireless redundant links 

• LAN/ WAN extension 

• Campus connectivity 

• Deep space communications (under research and development) 
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Fiber optics has been traditionally deployed for transmission of both digital and 

analog signals. The transmission of analog radio frequency (RF) intensity-

modulated signals over optical fibers is well-established [9, 17].  However, there is 

no report of research on the efficiency of FSO for transmission of analog signals in 

the technical literature. This dissertation investigates the effectiveness of FSO to 

transport modulated RF analog signals.   

 

The advantages of transmitting modulated radio frequency (RF) signals over FSO 

links are as follows:  

• FSO transmission links can be deployed faster, in some instances more 

economically, and provide a faster return on investment than optical fiber links.  

• When evaluated with wireless RF links, FSO requires no licensing, provides 

better link security and much higher immunity to electromagnetic interference 

(EMI).   

• FSO is highly invulnerable to interference from other sources of laser radiation 

[18-19].  

• FSO can be applied for portable applications, e.g., providing high-bandwidth 

connectivity to movable radar dish antennas. 

• FSO provides a practical transmission channel for transporting IS-95 CDMA 

signals to base stations from macro- and microcell sites and can reduce the 

setup expenses of temporary microcells deployed for particular events, e.g., 
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sporting events, by reducing the need for installing directional microwave links 

or connecting cable [20-22]. 

• FSO introduces a viable transmission medium for the deployment of CATV 

links in metropolitan regions where installing new fiber infrastructure can be 

relatively expensive [23, 24]. 

• Generally, analog FSO can decrease the cost of transmission equipment as 

compared to a digital implementation. 

  

The objectives of this dissertation research were as follows: 

•    The characterization of an end-to-end communication channel for 

transmission of modulated analog RF signal(s) over a FSO link, and the 

comparison of performance with an identical fiber optic link.    The 

motivation for the comparison is the assurance that the RF photonic links 

provide the same attributes as conventional RF over optical links, but with 

lower cost, improved performance, better operating frequency, and lower 

complexity and size.   

• The characterization of the forward and reverse channels established when a 

modulated analog IS-95 CDMA signal is transmitted over an FSO link.  

This study investigated the communication channels based on RF signal 

criteria and on user power criteria. 
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• The investigation of the simultaneous transportation of multiple RF signals 

over a single FSO link using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 

technology for potential CATV applications. 

  

The evaluation and analysis of this dissertation for the key performance of RF 

photonic links were in terms of the same generally accepted criteria typically 

applied to conventional RF links.  Typical performance criteria for conventional 

RF links include RF loss and frequency response, with no thought given to 

nonlinear distortion or additional noise unless the signal is amplified. In RF 

photonic links, additional noise generated by the laser source and the photodiode 

can degrade the Carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), and nonlinearity of the modulation 

device can decrease the spurious free dynamic range.  Thus, the important RF 

performance criteria for RF photonic links are:  

• The RF gain and frequency response, 

• The additional noise and CNR 

• The spurious free dynamic range (SFDR). 
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The investigations of this dissertation have produced the following contributions:  

• The demonstration of a new transmission technique for single-channel analog 

RF signals, e.g., a radar signal, using FSO technology [25]. This was the first 

reported study of its kind. 

• An accurate comparison and analysis between the performance of FSO and 

fiber optic links, which is important in establishing the viability of FSO as an 

alternative to fiber in certain applications [26]. 

• The demonstration of a new transmission technique for multiple RF signals 

(channels), e.g., CATV signals, using FSO technology [27, 28].  

• Proposed a new method to setup temporary IS-95 CDMA microcells or 

permanent IS-95 CDMA macrocells using FSO [29]. 

 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 illustrates and 

analyzes the employed RF photonic technologies in FSO links.  Chapter 3 provides 

the experimental study, supported with theoretical analysis, for the comparative study 

of the key performance of analog fiber-optic links versus FSO links.   The 

transmission of cellular signals over FSO links to base stations from macro- and 

microcells is reported in Chapter 4.  The deployment of CATV signals over free-space 

optical links is investigated in Chapter 5.  Concluding remarks and suggestions for 

future research are given in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
 

RF Photonic Technologies in Free-Space Optical Links 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
 
With the widespread deployment of fiber optics, and more recently FSO, to serve the 

growing bandwidth demands of telecommunications networks, the predominant 

signal format has been digital.  However, in many cases, it is more beneficial to 

transmit data in analog format instead of digital, because analog transmission 

eliminates the need for analog-digital-analog converters.  Recent examples of analog 

applications include antenna remoting, hybrid optical/RF video distribution, and radar 

signal processing. 

 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic components of an analog optical link and major 

sources of noise.  The analog optical transmitter contains either an LED or a laser 

source modulated directly or externally.  The simplest type of analog optical link is 

one that uses direct intensity modulation in which the optical signal generated from 

the transmitter is modulated by changing the optical amplitude in proportion to the 

RF signal level.  
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Figure 2.1 Basic Components of an analog optical link and major sources of noise [30] 

  

The remainder of this chapter provides adequate explanations for the major RF 

photonic technologies used through this investigation. Also, this chapter explains the 

major noise sources and the impact of the existing nonlinear distortion on photonic 

link performance. 

 
 
2.2 Fee-Space Optics (FSO) 

FSO systems operate in the near infrared (IR) spectral range, from 850 to 1550 nm, 

which match frequencies around 200 THz [31].   These wavelengths are also utilized 

in fiber-optic communications so that industry standard transmitters and receivers can 

be used with FSO systems. 

 

Frequencies above 300 GHz do not need a license from the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC), contrary to most lower-frequency microwave systems, such as 

Local Multipoint Distribution System (LMDS).  Simply, by installing the transceivers 

on both ends of the transmission path, FSO system can establish a point-to-point 

transmission link.  The major condition for operating a FSO system is a visible line-of-
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sight between the two networking positions. FSO systems utilize an optical beam to 

communicate; however, light cannot go through solid obstacles such as walls or trees 

[31]. A simple schematic of a free-space optics transmission system is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 

1y 2y 4y3' y3y2' y

1X 4X3' X3X2X 2' X

Z

f f

Fiber optic cable Fiber optic cable
transmitter Receiver

 

 Figure 2.2 Schematic of a free-space optical transmission system 

 
A FSO transmitter contains an optical transmitter and a telescope assembly which is designed 

to produce a beam with narrow divergence.  Practically, the divergence of the optical beam 

connecting the transmission link varies between a few hundred microradians and a few 

milliradians. For instance, the diameter of the laser beam cross-section at 1 km is 1 m for a 

1-milliradian beam divergence.                   
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Employing a telescope, the receiver side of the FSO collects the transmitted optical 

beam and focuses it toward its photodetector via an optical fiber connecting the 

telescope with the photodetector.  Pragmatically, the projected optical beam size at 

the receiving side is significantly larger than the size of the receiving telescope. 

Therefore, part of the transmitted optical beam is lost during the transmission process 

because of the divergence of the beam. The projected optical beam size can be several 

meters depending on the divergence of the beam, while the standard diameter of the 

receiving lens is more likely to be from 8 to 20 cm. This phenomenon is called geometrical 

path loss.  Narrowing the transmitted optical beam decreases the amount of geometrical 

path loss.  Another type of loss the optical FSO beam experiences during its propagation 

through the air is the atmospheric path loss which causes signal degradation and 

attenuation.  Atmospheric loss is due to the following effects: 

a. Absorption:  the atoms and molecules in the air absorb some amount of light from 

the FSO optical beam, which leads to reduction of the signal power.  The 

absorption effect is a function of the absorption strength of the particular particle 

and is also a function of the particle density.  

b. Scattering:  light scattering can dramatically affect the performance of the FSO 

system.  In scattering, the optical energy loss is due to the redirection and 

redistribution of the FSO light in directions away from the receiver location. 

c. Scintillation:  the thermally induced changes in the refractive index of the air 

through the FSO path cause fluctuation of the received signal power and thus, 
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signal degradation. 

d. Weather conditions:  fog, rain, and snow are the main weather phenomena that can 

drastically affect the FSO system performance.  Fog is the weather phenomenon 

that has the most advert effect on FSO performance because the size of the fog 

particles is near that of the employed FSO wavelength, which leads to a significant 

amount of light scattering.  Rain has considerably less impact than fog, because 

the size of the rain drops is larger than the employed FSO wavelength.  However, 

rain can significantly reduce the effective link distance of an operating FSO 

system.  Snow flakes, which have a diversity of shape and size, can affect the FSO 

beam because of their ability to  block the FSO path.   With snow, scattering is not 

a major concern, because snow flake size is large when compared to the operating 

FSO wavelength. 

All of these weather phenomena are time-varying. Table 2.1 illustrates the latest reported 

values of the atmospheric loss impacts on the FSO transmission with respect to the 

weather conditions.  A significant number of previous investigations have looked at the 

affect of weather phenomena on FSO performance, resulting in models that allow 

prediction of signal degradation under varying conditions.  Therefore, this dissertation has 

not focused on repeating such investigations. 
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Table 2.1 Visibility codes for weather conditions and precipitation [ 31] 

Weather 
Condition Precipitation 

Amount 
Visibility 

dB 
Loss/km 

Deployment 
Ranges (m) 

Dense fog    0 m   
    50 m -271.65 122 m 
Thick fog    200 m -59.57 490 m 
Moderate fog snow   500 m -20.99 1087 m 
Light fog snow Cloudburst 100 770 m -12.65 1565 m 
    1 km -9.26 1493 m 
Thin fog snow Heavy rain 25 1.9 km -4.22 3238 m 
    2 km -3.96 3369 m 
Haze snow Medium rain 12.5 2.8 km -2.58 4331 m 
    4 km -1.62 5566 m 
Light haze snow Light rain 2.5 5.9 km -0.96 7146 m 
    10 km -0.44 9670 m 
Clear snow Drizzle 0.25 18.1 km -0.24 11468 m 
    20 km -0.22 11743 m 
Very clear    23 km -0.19 12112 m 
    50 km -0.06 13771 m 

 

FSO systems provide data transport in a full duplex mode, i.e., information 

transmission and reception occurs simultaneously.  Therefore, each FSO optical 

module typically includes a transceiver capable of full duplex operation. 

In a digital transmission system, the transmitted signal is modulated by an electrical 

input signal that carries the actual network information. During the electrical-to-optical 

(E/O) conversion process, information is intensity modulated by the electrical input. 

This simple conversion operation separates the transmission path from the transported 

networking protocol.  On the receiver side, a telescope collects the modulated optical 

signal and a photodetector converts the optical bit stream back into an electrical signal. 
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2.3 Analog Transmitters 

The laser is the most important element in FSO links since it generates the coherent 

optical beam carrying the data.  The laser frequency is about 200THz and the RF (10 

KHz-300 MHz) or microwave (300 MHz- 300 GHz) waves can be modulated onto 

the laser beam either directly or externally.  Recently, the electrical-optical devices 

most frequently used for implementing links are the in-plane diode laser for direct 

modulation and the Mach-Zehnder modulator for external modulation. The in-plane 

diode laser for direct modulation employs both a Fabry-Perot cavity and distributed 

feedback (DFB).  Since in-plane diode lasers were used throughout this investigation, 

their structure and operating techniques will be discussed in detail in this chapter.  

 

2.3.1 Direct Modulation 

Direct modulation indicates that the modulation signal (RF signal) directly adjusts the 

intensity, or the amplitude, of the transmitted laser beam.  As mentioned above, there 

are two major types of direct modulation devices; however, only DFB and another 

related device, the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), are explained in this section. 
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2.3.1.1 Distributed Bragg Reflector 

An ideal laser source generates a narrow spectrum at its output which generally 

indicates that the laser is single mode.  Practically, there is no such laser source; 

however, manufacturers keep improving the production of their respective laser 

sources to be able to transmit the output spectrum as narrowly as possible.   

 

From the laser source structure viewpoint, the frequency selective dielectric mirrors at 

the cleaved surfaces of the semiconductor ensure a single mode of radiation in the 

laser cavity.  The mirrors in the distributed Bragg reflector, as shown in Figure 2.3 

(a), were designed to operate as reflection type diffraction gratings. These mirrors 

have a periodic corrugated structure.  Partially reflected waves can only construct a 

reflected wave when the wavelength satisfies the Bragg condition.   

 

        

Figure 2.3 (a) Distributed Bragg reflection (DBR) laser theory.  (b) Bragg condition [32]. 

 

 

As shown in Figure 2.3 (b), waves A and B reflected back interfere constructively 

when  
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     Λ=)2/( ηλBq    (2.1) 

where Bλ  is a Bragg wavelength, η is the refractive index, and ,...2,1=q  is an integer 

called the diffraction order.  If q is not an integer, these waves interfere destructively.   

 

2.3.1.2 Distributed Feedback Diode Laser 

Normally, the crystal faces supply the required optical feedback into the cavity to 

construct the photon concentration.  Figure 2.4 (a) illustrates the structure of 

distributed feedback (DFB) laser which contains a corrugated layer, named the 

guiding layer, located close to the active layer. The light wave produced in the active 

layer propagates parallel to the guiding layer which causes two counter propagating 

traveling waves to couple.    

 

         

Figure 2.4 (a) Distributed feedback (DFB) laser structure. (b) Ideal lasing emission output.  (c) 
Typical output spectrum from a DFB laser [32]. 

 

Traveling waves are reflected partially and periodically as they travel through the 

DFB structure.  The left and right traveling waves can only coherently merge to 

construct a mode if their wavelength is correlated to the corrugation periodicityΛ  .    

The permitted DFB modes are not precisely at Bragg wavelengths but are 
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symmetrically located around Bλ   .  Assuming mλ is a permitted DFB lasing mode 

then 

    ( 1
2

2

+±= m
L

B
Bm η

λ
λλ )   (2.2) 

where = 1,2…. is a mode integer and m L is the actual length of the diffraction 

grating (the length of the corrugation).  A flawlessly symmetric device has two 

equally spaced modes located around Bλ  as in Figure 2.4 (b).  Practically, either 

expected asymmetry introduced by the fabrication process or asymmetry intentionally 

introduced leads to only one of the modes as shown in Figure 2.4 (c). 

 

2.4 Photodetectors 

An analog photodetector performs an optical-to-electrical conversion on the intensity 

modulated optical signal, whether this signal has been directly or externally 

modulated.  A pin (p-intrinsic-n-type) photodiode produces an RF current 

proportional to the optical power at the frequency ω  incident on the photodiode 

input .  This notation indicates that  ophP ,

    ophld Psi ,=     (2.3) 

where is the slope efficiency for the utilized photodiode.  ls

The pin photodiode structure consists of p and n layers separated by a very lightly n-

doped intrinsic (i) layer.  In standard operation, a suitably large reverse-bias voltage is 
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applied across the device so that the intrinsic region is completely depleted of 

carriers.   

          

Figure 2.5  Schematic representation of a pin photodiode with an applied reverse bias [30] 

 

When a photon with energy larger than the bandgap Eg is incident, it is absorbed to 

generate a free electron-hole pair (EHP), meaning an electron in the conduction band 

(CB) and a hole in the valence band (VB).  Typically, the energy of the photon is such 

that photogeneration occurs in the depletion layer.  The electric field in the depletion 

layer splits the EHP and forces them to drift in opposite directions until they arrive at 

the neutral areas, as depicted in Figure 2.5.  Drifting carriers produce a current, called 

the photocurrent Iph, in the external circuit that supplies the electrical signal [30].  The 

photocurrent remains for the duration needed for the electron and hole to travel 

through the depletion layer (W) and arrive at the neutral areas. When the drifting hole 

arrives at the neutral p-area it recombines with an electron incoming from the p-side 

from the negative electrode, meaning from the battery [30].  Also, when the drifting 

electron arrives at the neutral n-side, an electron leaves the n-side into the electrode 
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(battery). The photocurrent Iph depends on the number of EHPs photogenerated and 

the drift velocities of the carriers while they are passing the depletion layer.  Drift 

velocity is proportional to the applied field up to a scattering-limited value, i.e., the 

saturation drift velocity, as shown in Figure 2.6.   

                        

 Figure 2.6  Drift velocity vs. electric field for holes and electrons in Si.[32] 

 
 
 

2.5 Sources of Noise 

 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the mechanism used to generate an optical signal using an 

analog optical transmitter. The drive current through the optical source is the 

combination of both the fixed bias current and a time-varying sinusoid.  As a result, 

the envelope of the output optical power  has the same shape as the input drive 

current.  Mathematically, the modulation is defined by 

olP ,
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Figure 2.7 The response of laser diode to analog modulation signal [30] 

 

 

                                         { })(.1.,, tsmPP omlol +=    (2.4) 

where  is the optical output power at the bias current level and m is the 

modulation index. 

omlP ,

There are three key statistically independent sources of noise in RF photonic links 

[33, 34]: 
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2.5.1 Thermal Noise 

The thermal noise is caused by the thermally induced electron movement in 

the conductors.  The mean-squared current of the thermal noise is given by 

                                       
R

kTBi NoiseThermal
42 =         (2.5)                                         

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in degrees 

Kelvin, B is the noise bandwidth in Hz, and R is the resistance creating the 

noise in Ohms. 

 

2.5.2 Shot Noise 

The Shot noise is generated by the photodiode which produces an electrical 

current proportional to the optical signal at the input. When an external laser 

modulator is employed, the shot noise is the dominant noise source.  The 

mean-squared current due to shot noise is given by 

                                        BIei dNoiseShot 22 =                   (2.6)                                         

where e is the electron charge, Id is the dark leakage current in Amps, and B is 

the noise bandwidth in Hz. 

 

2.5.3 Relative Intensity Noise RIN 

The Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) is caused by spontaneous emission in the 

laser source. These variations of laser intensity at the laser transmitter output 
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can have impact at the photodiode output after being converted to electrical 

current.  The mean-squared noise current is given by 

                                        B
I

i
RINd

RIN
10

2
2 10

2
=                   (2.7)                              

where RIN is the optical noise power, Id is the dark leakage current, and B is 

the noise bandwidth.  When a directly modulated laser transmitter is 

employed, the RIN is dominant over all other noise sources throughout the RF 

photonic link. 

 

2.6 Noise Figure 

Noise figure illustrates the relationship between the noise present at the output of the 

RF photonic link and the noise generated at the input of the link at a standard 

temperature of 290 K.  Noise figure NF is defined as, 
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where  , T=290 K,  and  are the RF signal power at the 

input and the output of the RF photonic link at frequency 

kTBnn noisethermalin == ins outs

ω . 

When there is no noise introduced through the link, the noise figure NF equals 0 dB.  

The output power and the output noise power can be expressed as follows: 

     inrfout sgs = ,    (2.9) 
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    extrainrfout nngn += ,     (2.10) 

where is the additional noise added through the RF photonic link.  Rewriting Eq. 

(2.8) as 

extran

 

    ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+=

inrf

extra

ng
n

NF 1log10        (2.11) 

As shown from Eq. (2.11), NF is usually employed to identify the noise property of 

any RF components through any RF photonic link. 

 

2.7 Distortion in RF Photonic Links 

Up to this section, only linear SNR or gain for an optical link has been examined.  

Typically, the gain correlates the RF power when the fundamental frequencyω  

reaches the load  with the input RF power at the same frequencyLR ω .  On the other 

hand, careful scrutiny of the output shows that it will contain not only the signal at the 

fundamental signal frequency ω  but also at frequencies that are harmonically 

correlated to the fundamental.  More precisely, there will be nonlinear distortion for 

the fundamental signal frequencyω .  The harmonic signal frequencies need to be 

smaller than the noise floor if a communications link is employed in linear 

applications.  Dynamic range measurements indicate the range of the RF input power 

in which no distortion of the output signal occurs due to the effects of harmonic 

distortion.  Nonlinear devices built-in the analog transmitters and receivers are the 
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major causes of distortion in an optical link, particularly the analog modulators [10].  

Distortion is a key link parameter in certain distribution systems that convey multiple 

carriers, such as CATV applications [27]. However, it has minor importance in 

distribution systems that carry one single frequency, such as radar applications.  

Contrary to the noise, distortion is a deterministic phenomenon which can be defined 

for any link that includes nonlinear devices. Also, distortion is an input signal 

dependent phenomenon which indicates the absence of distortion for any link with the 

absence of the input signal.  On the contrary, noise is present in the link even with the 

absence of the input signal. 

 

As explained earlier in this chapter, the consists of a DC bias 

photocurrent, , in addition to the RF and distortion signals.  Mathematically, the 

distortion can be investigated starting from the link input voltage to the link output 

current, where the link output photocurrent is correlated with the link input voltage 

through the link transfer function h : 

TLoadi

BLoadI

                                                  ][)( rfBTLoad vVhti +=    (2.12) 

Analyzing Eq. (2.12) according to small signal approximation indicates the ability of 

approximating the transfer function h  using a Taylor series expansion which 

substitutes the non-linear transfer function  with an infinite sum of derivatives of 

the function with respect to the input voltage at a given value, . 

h

BV
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where,  
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Assuming that the RF modulation signal is a pure sinusoid,  tvVV mB ωcos+=  . 

Using a Taylor series expansion to express the output signal of a nonlinear link 

indicates the following: 

 

tvv mtrf ωcos)( = , 

)2cos1()(
2
1 22 tvv mrf ω+= , 

)3coscos3()(
4
1 33 ttvv mrf ωω += , 

)4cos2cos4
2
6()(

8
1 44 ttvv mrf ωω ++= , 
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Thus, the term indicates  the harmonic distortion at the frequency kw .  Also, it 

indicates the 

kh kth

,....)2(,....,)4(,)2( tmktktk ωωω −−− as lower frequency terms. As a 

result, expression can be rewritten as TLoadi
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1 4
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 ....3cos2coscos 32 ++++= tititiI LoadLoadLoadBLoad ωωω   (2.14) 

 

It is important to recognize these terms presented in Eq. (2.13).  The fundamental 

frequency magnitude is much larger than the 2nd harmonic magnitude, which is larger 

than the 3rd harmonic magnitude, etc.   

Clearly, the harmonic signals have the following orders with their respective 

frequencies: 

Second order harmonic distortion (2HM): ω2 ; 

Third order harmonic distortion (3HM): ω3 . 
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There is another and more practical method for measuring the dynamic range. When 

the link input is supplied by two closely spaced sinusoids of equal magnitude, it 

characterizes a distortion signal.  Using the same previous mathematical technique 

leads to a comprehensive analysis of the distortion signals for the link.  Assuming  

    )cos(cos)( 21 ttvtv mrf ωω +=   

where 21 ωω ≈  yields a variety of combined frequency terms plus the harmonic 

signals for each sinusoid: 
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where,  
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Assuming that the RF modulation signal is a purely sinusoidal one,  

tvVV mB ωcos+=  . Using the Taylor series expansion to express the output signal of 

a nonlinear link indicates the following: 

)cos(cos)( 21 ttvtv mrf ωω += , 
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(2.15) 

These resulting distortion signals are referred as intermodulation distortions which 

have the following orders with their respective frequencies: 

Second order intermodulation distortion (2IM): 2121 2,2, ωωωω ± ; 

Third order intermodulation distortion (3IM): 211221 3,3,2,2 ωωωωωω ±± . 

 

Figure 2.8 illustrates the graphical demonstration of the free dynamic range (FDR) in 

output power versus input power plot. 
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Figure 2.8 Graphical demonstration of free dynamic range (FDR) in a output power vs. input 
power 

 
For narrowband systems, most 2IM and 3IM will be filtered and eliminated except 

the two 3IM spaced close to the fundamental frequency. 

 
 
 

2.8 Summary 
 
Essentially, FSO system components are made of a light source, transmitting 

telescope to direct and focus the light, receiving telescope to deliver the light, and 

electrical-optical electronics to manage conversions of electrical and optical 

communications.  The required technologies are similar to that of conventional fiber-
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optics except that some unique components required replacing the fiber-optic 

transmission medium with that of free-space.  This chapter developed the small-signal 

relationships between the RF and optical parameters for the most common 

electrical/optical devices used throughout this investigation.   
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Chapter 3 

A Comparative Study of the Performance of Analog 

Fiber-Optic Links versus Free-Space Optical Links 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Free-space optics (FSO) provides bi-directional data transmission through the 

atmosphere between two aligned transceivers using high-power, modulated infrared 

laser beams.  Fiber optics has been conventionally used for transmission of both 

digital and analog signals.  This chapter investigates the efficiency of FSO to 

transport modulated radio frequency (RF) analog signals and compare it with that of 

fiber optics in similar surroundings.  This transmission of RF analog signals over FSO 

links can be implemented for portable applications, e.g., cable free interconnection of 

movable radar dish antennas with their base stations.   

   

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the 

experimental setup to transmit modulated RF signals over fiber optics and FSO. The 

experimental results with related theoretical studies are reported in Section 3.3, which 

includes measurements of optical power, transmission response, reflection response, 

group delay, carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), and dynamic range for RF analog signal 

transmission over both fiber optic and FSO links. 
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3.2.  Experimental Setup 

Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup used in transmission response, reflection 

response, and group delay measurements for both fiber optic and FSO links.  An 

Aurora AT3510 analog laser transmitter, with an ITU grid compliant output 

wavelength of 1552.524 nm, was fiber connected to either a Dominion Lasercom 

DAViD® FSO telescope assembly, or a 3 m optical fiber.  In the first instance, the 

transmitting telescope was aligned line-of-sight with a similar receiving telescope that 

was nearly 3 m away.  The gap between both telescopes was small, but sufficient to 

characterize the main performance measures of the channel between the optical 

transmitter and receiver.  Deployed FSO systems will experience atmospheric loss, as 

explained in the Chapter 2, but such loss can be effectively modeled.  The receiving 

telescope was fiber-connected to an Aurora AR4001 analog receiver.  In the second 

instance, the 3 m optical fiber was coupled to the same fiber jumper that connected 

the receiving telescope to the AR4001, consequently matching the same jumper and 

connector losses throughout the analog communications channel. 

The RF frequency range of operation for the transmitter and receiver was from 46 

MHz to 870 MHz.  The RF input signal to the transmitter was generated by an 

Agilent 8712ET RF vector network analyzer.  The RF output signal from the analog 

receiver was fed back into the network analyzer.  For measurements, a built-in RF 

amplifier inside the analog receiver and an Aurora OA4444T-42 RF amplifier were 
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connected between the receiver output and the input of the network analyzer, thus 

providing RF signal gain. 

 

          

 

Figure 3.1  The experimental setup for measuring transmission response, reflection response, 
and group delay. 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the experimental setup used in the CNR measurements. Comparing 

with Figure 3.1, note that the only major difference between these experimental 

setups is that, for the CNR measurements, the vector network analyzer has been 

substituted by a Rohde & Schwarz SMHU signal generator to provide RF signal to 

the transmitter. A Tektronix WCA280A wireless communication analyzer was 

connected for RF output signal measurements.  CNR measurements were made with 

and without the RF amplifier. 
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Figure 3.2  The experimental setup for measuring carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). 

 

For the dynamic range measurements, the only major change in the setup (see Figure 

3.3) from Figure 3.1 was that, upon removal of the vector network analyzer, the 

Rohde & Schwarz SMHU and Agilent 8642A signal generators were linked to the 

transmitter input to inject the composite RF input signals.   

 

 

Figure 3.3 The experimental setup for measuring the dynamic range. 

 

 

The operating wavelength of 1552.524 nm is well matched with most commercial 

FSO systems that operate at or near 1550 nm.  From a laser safety perspective, higher 
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output powers can be employed since the human eye is less susceptible to damage at 

this wavelength.  With these higher output powers, the FSO links can be extended and 

better able to operate under degraded meteorological conditions, e.g., fog and rain 

[35].   

 

3.3  Experimental Results and Analysis 

 

In this section, experimental measurements and analysis of optical power, 

transmission and reflection response, group delay, CNR, and dynamic range are 

reported.  These studies comprehensively characterize the communication channels 

for both fiber optic and FSO links.  

 

3.3.1 Optical Power Measurements and Analysis 

Examination of the analog optical links must be evaluated based upon optical and RF 

criteria.  This subsection presents a complete study of the optical criteria, delivering 

the results of the optical measurements for both fiber-optic and FSO links and 

demonstrates the existing sources of optical loss that influence the optical power 

during its transmission through both links. The RF criteria are investigated in detail in 

the upcoming subsections.  
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From the optical point of view, the amplitude of the RF intensity modulated optical 

signal is much less than the intensity of the unmodulated optical carrier.  As a result, 

the link can be characterized using the small signal approximation.  Beginning with 

the analog fiber-optic link, the peak optical power and output wavelength of the 

analog laser transmitter were captured using an Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum 

analyzer. The resulting measurements show that the peak power and wavelength at 

the output of the analog transmitter were 9.49 dBm and 1552.530 nm, respectively.  

These values are shown in the lower table of Figure 3.4.  

 

 

Figure 3.4  A screen capture from the Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer illustrating 
the results of peak power and output wavelength measurements at the output of the analog laser 
transmitter. 
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These measurements were repeated at the input of the analog receiver, indicating a 

peak power and output wavelength of 6.05 dBm and 1552.535 nm, respectively.  

These values are shown in the lower table of Figure 3.5.  The sensitivity of the 

photodiode inside the analog receiver is nearby 0 dBm, which indicates the existence 

of extra power margin that can be employed to extend the link distance.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 A screen capture from the Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer illustrating the 
results of peak power and output wavelength measurements at the input of the analog receiver. 

 

  

Clearly, there is a loss in the signal power of approximately 3.45 dB. The sources of 

loss are connectors, jumpers, and attenuation taking place during the transmission 

through the optical fiber. Since the total length of the fiber path from the transmitter 

to the receiver is eleven meters, including the fiber jumpers connecting the transmitter 

and the receiver with the main fiber span, the optical signal experiences little 
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attenuation. Therefore, the major sources of loss in this instance were the connectors 

and jumpers - nearly 3 dB.  

 

Injecting the same optical signal measured at the output of the analog laser 

transmitter, as shown in Figure 3.4, to the analog FSO link illustrates the optical 

difference between both fiber and FSO links. Using the Advantest Q8384 optical 

spectrum analyzer, a peak power of -4.21 dBm and output wavelength of 1552.530 

nm was captured at the input of the analog receiver.  These values are shown in the 

lower table of Figure 3.6.  

 

 

Figure 3.6  A screen capture from the Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer illustrating 
the results of peak power and output wavelength measurements at the input of the analog 
receiver. 
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Clearly, there is a loss in signal power of nearly 13.70 dB.  Major sources of optical 

loss are insertion, lens, geometric, and atmospheric losses.  Figure 3.7 shows the 

sources of power loss throughout the FSO link. 

   

 

Figure 3.7  Sources of loss in FSO link. 

 

 

Geometrical losses arise due to the divergence of the optical beam.  These losses can 

be computed using the following formula [9] 
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where DT and DR are the diameters of the transmitting and receiving lenses measured 

in cm, both 5 cm in this instance.  The space gap between the FSO transmitter and 

receiver is d, measured in km, d = 0.003 km in this instance.  θ  is the divergence of 

the transmitted laser beam in mrad, θ  = 2 mrad in this instance.  Using (1), the 

calculated geometrical loss for this experimental setup is nearly 1 dB.  This loss is 
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low because the distance between the FSO transmitter and receiver is only 3 m.  

Therefore, it does not add considerably to the total loss of 13.70 dB.   

 

Atmospheric losses are due to absorption, scattering, scintillation, and weather 

conditions. Since these experiments were performed in a laboratory surrounding over 

a short distance, atmospheric losses are small.  The connectors and FSO telescope 

assemblies at the transmitting and receiving ends are responsible for a large amount 

of insertion loss, nearly 12.70 dB in this instance.  Typical insertion losses for 

industrial FSO links are around 4 dB.  The insertion loss was high in these 

experiments because the FSO telescope assemblies and connectors were not optimally 

produced to interface the analog transmitter and receiver.  Under typical operation, 

the Dominion Lasercom DAViD® FSO system presents an optical power at the 

transmitter output of around 20 dBm (100 mW), to overcome the propagation loss 

plus the insertion losses.  

 

3.3.2 Transmission Response Measurements and Analysis  

 

RF transmission response measurements determine the amount of loss, or gain, in a 

communications link with respect to the signal frequency.  The RF transmission 

response of a RF photonic link is frequency dependent.  There are three main reasons 

of frequency dependence:  1) the laser source, directly modulated or externally 

modulated, may have frequency dependent features, 2) the voltage or current reaching  
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the analog modulator may have frequency dependent response due to the electrical 

characteristics of the input circuit, and 3) the analog receiver, including its 

photodiode, may have frequency dependent characteristics.  Any signal attenuation or 

gain due to the communications link will manifest itself in the transmission response 

measurement.  The vector network analyzer plots the RF output measurement trace 

using  

 

                 ( ) 10 log trans

inc

pTransmission dB
P

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
                        (3.2)   

 

where Ptrans is the RF power measured at the output of the receiver and Pinc is the RF 

power measured at the input to the laser transmitter.  Results of the transmission 

response measurements, with and without the RF amplifier included, for the fiber 

optic link are shown in Figure 3.8.  There is a built in RF amplifier linked to the 

output of the photodiode inside the analog receiver, which produces up to 23 dB of 

gain depending on the operating frequency. As a result, the acquired gain can 

compensate the loss generated by the optical/RF conversion stage in the receiver.  As 

mentioned before, the received optical power at the input of the photodiode is still 

greater than the sensitivity, which cancels the impact of the attenuation through the 

optical fiber.   
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Figure 3.8   Transmission response measurements for fiber-optic link. 

 

Without the RF amplifier, the transmission response varied from 1.50 dB to 7.28 dB 

over the frequency range of 55-870 MHz.  These measurements compare positively 

with the -20 to -50 dB loss reported as typical for analog fiber optic links [36].  With 

the RF amplifier, the transmission response (gain) varied from approximately 13.69 

dB to 18.34 dB over the same frequency range.    

 The results of the transmission response measurements for the FSO link, with and 

without the RF amplifier included, are shown in Figure 3.9.  Transmission response 

without the RF amplifier varied between -12.11 dB and -19.03 dB over the frequency 

range 55-870 MHz, while the transmission response with the RF amplifier varied 

between 7.65 dB and 13.53 dB over the same frequency range. The figure illustrates a 
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relatively smooth response over the frequency range of 55-870 MHz.  These 

measurements compare favorably with the previously reported measurements in this 

study through the fiber-optic link. Insertion of the RF amplifier generated sufficient 

gain to overcome the FSO link losses, thus allowing the FSO signal to travel farther 

distances. 
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Figure 3.9   Transmission response measurements for free-space optic link. 

  

Analog optical links exhibit two types of losses, optical and RF losses. Assume  is 

the optical loss that the incident analog signals experienced between the modulation 

and photodectection devices.  This quantity includes the propagation loss of the free-

oL
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space or the optical fiber, plus the coupling loss to and from the FSO telescopes or the 

fiber span.  With the absence of any optical amplification stage through the link, the 

range of the optical loss is defined as 10 ≤≤ oL .  The optical transmitted power at the 

end side of the optical link can be expressed as: 

                                           oincidentoodtransmitte PLP ,, =     (3.3) 

where  is the rms magnitude of the time varying optical power at frequency oincidentP ,

ω  in the optical link immediately after the modulation device.  is the rms 

magnitude of the optical power at frequency 

odtransmitteP ,

ω  incident on the detector. 

 

Applying these notations: 

1.   is proportional to the current or voltage of the RF input.  Therefore, 

is proportional to . 

oincidentP ,

2
,oincidentP incidentP

2. The RF current at the output of the link is proportional to .  

Therefore, the RF power is proportional to the square of the photocurrent, 

which indicates that  is proportional to . 

odtransmitteP ,

2
,odtransmitteP dtransmitteP

Substituting these notations into Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) leads to Eq. (3.5) 
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Asserting this equation in terms of dB shows that 
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Clearly, since Lo is squared in Eq. (3.5), when the log is taken in Eq. (3.6), it has 

double impact on the overall RF loss.  Assuming 1=oL , i.e., the optical path is 

lossless, provides the intrinsic link gain only in terms of the modulation and 

photodetection device parameters. 
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As explained in Chapter 2, a PIN photodetector was used at the receiver side 

throughout this research.  Assume that the resistive impedance of the RF source 

matches the laser impedance. 

When  as shown in Figure 3.10, this simplifies the equation of the 

link gain to the product of a square of the slope efficiency and responsivity. 

LoadMatchL RRR =+

                                             (3.8) 22 . tr sonTransmissi η=
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 Figure 3.10 Direct modulation link [10]. 

 
 
Examining this expression indicates that any variation in either the slope efficiency or 

the responsivity are equally effective at varying the intrinsic gain.  For instance, 

doubling the intrinsic gain value is obtainable by increasing the modulation slope 

efficiency by 2 , increasing the photodetection responsivity by 2 , or increasing 

both slope efficiency and responsivity by a product equal to 2 .  

 

Referring to the values of diode laser slope efficiency and photodetector responsivity 

of the employed modulation and photodetection devices throughout this research, the 

resultant intrinsic link gain can be computed. 

Slope efficiency = 0.3 W/A for the utilized DFB laser diode 

Slope responsivity = 0.85 A/W 

 

( ) ( ) dBdBonTransmissi 8692.11)3.085.0log(10)( 22 −==  
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Clearly, this value is the intrinsic link loss without any amplification stage.  But, there 

is a built-in RF amplifier connected directly at the output of the PIN photodetector of 

the employed link for this research.  The gain of this built-in RF amplifier is 

frequency dependent; however, this gain is approximately 23 dB.  As shown in 

Section 3.3.1, the optical loss was measured for fiber-optic and FSO links, 3.45 dB 

and 13.70 dB, respectively.  The optical loss has double impact on the overall RF 

loss.  Figure 3.11 illustrates the values of the intrinsic link gain without the built-in 

RF amplifier, link gain with the built-in RF amplifier, fiber-optic link gain with the 

RF built-in amplifier, and FSO link gain with the RF built-in amplifier. 
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Figure 3.11 plot of gain vs. wavelength for intrinsic link, link with built-in RF amplifier, fiber-
optic link with built-in RF amplifier and FSO link with built-in RF amplifier 
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3.3.3 Reflection Response Measurements and Analysis 

 

Reflection response provides an evaluation of the amount of reflected power relative 

to the incident power with respect to the signal frequency at the input of the 

transmitter.  The reflected power is predominantly due to impedance mismatch 

between the RF cable and the input to the analog transmitter, as well as reflections 

within the transmitter RF/optical conversion circuitry.  In determining the RF 

reflection response, the network analyzer plots the output measurement trace using 

 

               ( ) 10 log refl

inc

P
Reflection dB

P
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎟                (3.9) 

 

where Pinc is the RF power measured at the input to the laser transmitter and Prefl is 

the reflected RF power measured at the same input.  Results of reflection response 

measurements for the analog transmitter are the same for both fiber optic and FSO 

links over the frequency range 55-870 MHz, as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12   Reflection response measurements. 

 

3.3.4 Group Delay Measurements and Analysis 

 

The group delay is a measure of the total time a signal experiences when traversing a 

communications link, which thus creates a phase shift in the signal.  Ensuring that the 

group delay does not vary considerably with frequency indicates that a 

communications channel does not introduce phase distortion.  The group delay 

measurements for the fiber-optic link, with and without the RF amplifier included, are 

illustrated in Figure 3.13.  Note that, without the RF amplifier, the group delay has an 

approximately constant average value of 84.70 ns.  The RF amplifier introduces quite 
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a bit of variation in the group delay below 125 MHz, but settles to an approximately 

constant average value of 93.62 ns above 125 MHz.  Thus, without the RF amplifier, 

phase distortion is so small over the 55-870 MHz operating range of the fiber-optic 

link as to be negligible.  With the RF amplifier, operation should be bounded to an 

operating range of 125-870 MHz if phase distortion is to be reduced [26]. 
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Figure 3.13   Group delay measurements for fiber-optic link. 

 

 

Results of group delay measurements for the FSO link are shown in Figure 3.14.  

Clearly, without the RF amplifier, the group delay has a nearly constant average value 
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of 79.66 ns.  With the RF amplifier, the group delay has quite a bit of variation below 

110 MHz, but settles to an approximately constant average value of 90.22 ns above 

110 MHz.  Similarly, without the RF amplifier, little phase distortion can be seen 

over the 55-870 MHz operating range of the FSO link.  With the RF amplifier, 

operation should be limited to an operating range of 110-870 MHz if phase distortion 

is to be avoided.  Obviously, the speed of light in free-space is faster than that in the 

fiber, as shown in the measured values of the group delays in both links [26]. 
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Figure 3.14   Group delay measurements for free-space optic link. 
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3.3.5 CNR Measurements and Analysis 

Carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) is an important measure which quantifies the 

performance of communication channels relatively to the existing noise.  CNR plays 

an important role in determining the minimum average signal power that can provide 

error-free transmission through a communications channel.   

For this investigation, CNR measurements were performed for both fiber optic and 

FSO links, with and without the RF amplifier, over a frequency range of 55-870 

MHz.  The RF output power from the signal generator was 0 dBm for all 

measurements.  The results of the CNR measurements for fiber-optic link are shown 

in Figure 3.15.  Without the RF amplifier, the CNR varied between 40.75 dB and 

58.13 over the frequency range 55-850 MHz, while CNR with the RF amplifier 

varied between 58.54 dB and 73.15 over the same frequency range.  These values 

compare favorably with results from CNR measurements on other analog fiber optic 

links reported in [4, 11].   
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Figure 3.15   CNR measurements for fiber-optic link. 

 

The results of CNR measurements for the FSO link are shown in Figure 3.16.  

Without the RF amplifier, the CNR starts at minimum value of 17.52 dB at 55 MHz 

and trends upward with increasing frequency to a maximum value of 46.55 dB at 850 

MHz.  With the RF amplifier, the CNR starts out at a minimum value of 43.52 at 55 

MHz and trends upward with increasing frequency to a maximum value at 63.3 dB at 

850 MHz.  These values compare favorably with results of CNR measurements of the 

previous fiber-optic link. Therefore, FSO can be a viable replacement for fiber optics 

in short distance implementations. 
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Figure 3.16   CNR measurements for free-space optic link. 

 

3.3.6 Link Noise Figure 

The noise figure for directly modulated link is dominated by the laser source RIN.  

Figure 3.17 illustrates the thermal noise sources at the laser transmitting side of the 

directly modulated link and the laser source RIN at the receiving side of the link. 
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 Figure 3.17 Directly modulated link[10] 

 

Assuming the presence of the impedance matches at both ends of the link with the RF 

input and output, and also assuming that the load resistance is equal to the source 

resistance.   

It is important to define , so that the noise figure of this circuit can be determined 

using Eq. (2.9).  Clearly, Eq. (2.10) shows that  represents the impacts of all 

internal link noise sources at the link output.  Computing  is carried out by 

calculating all the impacts that noise sources located throughout the link produce at 

the link output.  Taking the advantage of the superposition property of linear 

networks simplifies these calculations.  For the purpose of this employed link used 

throughout this dissertation, only two contributions to  have been considered: 

extran

extran

extran

extran

1. Thermal noise of the laser diode which has output power equal to  kTgrf
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2. RIN source which has noise power equal to LoadRIN Ri 2  

Practically, there are additional noise sources at the photodiode side of the link, two 

of them are shown in Figure 3.17; the thermal noises from the photodiode resistance 

and the load resistance.  Typically, the RIN and/or the photodiode current are 

sufficiently high that the RIN dominates over the thermal noise sources in the 

majority of the analog link designs. 

The remaining noise power that need to be evaluated is , which is just the thermal 

noise power of the source resistor; hence

inn

kTnin = . 

Substituting these three terms into Eq. (2.11) produces an expression for the noise 

figure of a RIN-dominated, directly modulated link with passive magnitude 

impedance matching, which is the link used through this investigation: 
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Substituting the employed component parameters, which are shown in table 3.1, plots 

the noise figure versus RIN noise source can be obtained. 
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Table 3.1 Analog link parameter values 

Parameter Value 

Laser slope efficiency (W/A) 0.3 

Photodiode responsivity (A/W) 0.85 

Photodiode load resistance (Ohm) 75 

Average photodiode current (mA) 1 

Temperature (K) 290 

 

Figure 3.18 shows that when the RIN increases, the noise figure also increases.  

When the RIN approaches zero, the noise figure doesn’t approach zero, which 

indicates that the minimum noise figure can be at least 3 dB. 
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Figure 3.18  Noise figure vs. laser RIN 
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3.3.7 Dynamic Range Measurements and Analysis 

 

There are two principal methods used to measure the dynamic range as mentioned in 

chapter 2 [10]:  

 

I. Insert a single RF sinusoid signal ω through the optical link and measure the 

resulting second and third order harmonic distortions at ωω 32 and  

respectively. 

 

II. Insert two sinusoidal RF signals of equal amplitude and close in frequency 

spacing through the optical link and measure the second order intermodulation 

distortion at  12 ωω +  or  12 ωω −  and the third order intermodulation distortion 

at 12211221 2,2,2,2 ωωωωωωωω ++−− .  Narrowband links allow the 

frequencies 212 ωω − and 122 ωω − to pass and eliminate the rest. 

 

The second method is the more convenient way of measuring the dynamic range and 

was used in this dissertation.  The third order intermodulation (3IM) power was 

measured to introduce the 3IM free dynamic range.  An RF multiplexer was used to 

mix two equal power RF signals at closely spaced frequencies 

of .  Inserting the result RF signal into the FSO channel, 

the 3IM signal power was measured at frequencies  

MHzfMHzf 501,499 21 ==
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.5032,4972 1221 MHzffandMHzff =−=−   Going over the same 

measurements while increasing the input power for both frequencies allows the 3IM 

line to be drawn.  Measuring the output power of the fundamental frequency 

over the same range of input power allows the fundamental output line 

to be drawn, which intersects the 3IM line.  In this study, a directly modulated, 

distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode was used as the transmitter, so RIN is the 

dominant noise source. 

MHzf 500=

 

Table 3.2 shows the component parameters for the fiber-optic link under test.  The 

3IM free dynamic range was found to be 101 dB.Hz2/3, as shown in Figure 3.19.  

Previous studies have reported a typical 3IM free dynamic range of 116 dB.Hz2/3 for 

the CATV application over fiber-optic links [10, 11, 36, 37].  Therefore, the measured 

result is acceptable compared to the reported result.  The decrease in the measured 

3IM free dynamic range results from the built-in RF amplifier (a nonlinear device) at 

the output of the photodiode. 
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Table 3.2                 Fiber-optic link parameters 

Optical wavelength λ  1552.524 nm 

Optical output power Po 10 dBm 

Laser Noise RIN -159 dBm 

Optical Modulation Index MOI 8.8%/channel 

Modulator Impedance Rm 75 Ohm 

Optical link Loss Lo 3.45 dB 

Photodiode Responsivity pη  0.85 A/W 

Photodiode Load Rp 75 Ohm 

Noise Bandwidth BW 1 Hz 
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Figure 3.19  Third order intermodulation free dynamic range measurements for fiber-optic link. 
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Table 3.3 shows the component parameters of the FSO link under test.  The 3IM free 

dynamic range was found to be 101 dB.Hz2/3, as shown in Figure 3.20.  This value 

compares favorably with the previously mentioned measured value for the fiber-optic 

link under test and indicates the absence of any nonlinear devices.  From a distortion 

viewpoint, both fiber-optic and FSO links act similarly.  However, the addition of an 

optical amplifier to the FSO link to increase span length would lead to increased 

distortion.  

                        

Table 3.3         Free-space optical link parameters 

Distributed Feedback (DFB) λ  1552.524 nm 

Optical output power Po 10 dBm 

Laser Noise RIN -159 dBm 

Optical Modulation Index MOI 8.8%/channel 

Modulator Impedance Rm 75 Ohm 

Optical link Loss Lo 13.70 dB 

Photodiode Responsivity pη  0.85 A/W 

Photodiode Load Rp 75 Ohm 

Noise Bandwidth BW 1 Hz 
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Figure 3.20   Third order intermodulation free dynamic range measurements for free-space optic link. 

 
3.8 Summary 

This chapter presents a comparison of key performance measures for a FSO link 

versus a fiber optic link for the transport of analog RF signals.  The comparative 

study consists of experimental data, supported with theoretical analysis, collected 

from optical power, transmission response, reflection response, group delay, CNR, 

and dynamic range measurements.  The data shows that FSO is suitable for RF 

transmissions and performs comparably with similar fiber optic links.  When direct 

line-of-sight is available between two locations, FSO can offer an attractive alternate 

for fiber optic links to transport modulated RF analog signals over short distances.   
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Chapter 4 

The Transmission of Cellular Signals over  

Free-Space Optical Links to Base Stations  

from Macro-and Microcells 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

With the increasing demands of transporting voice, data, and video traffic over 

cellular networks, the IS-95 standard known as Code Division Multiple Access 

(CDMA) is replacing Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technologies to 

provide an effective and efficient means of meeting these demands.  IS-95 CDMA is 

capable of setting up communication channels between various mobile users and their 

base stations with different bandwidth requirements depending on the quantity of data 

to be transferred.    CDMA cells employ a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) 

technique and share a common frequency band for communication. Users are 

distinguished from each other by each using a different pseudo-code sequence for 

spectrum spreading.  

 

In a typical urban area, cellular network providers deal with increasing traffic 

demands by installing more cells while simultaneously shrinking their geographic 

coverage to support a larger number of subscribers.  Macrocells exhibit coverage over 
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several kilometers and their antennas are mounted on the rooftops of tall buildings or 

on towers.  For regions with high population densities, microcells are used to provide 

coverage with their antennas installed on buildings below rooftop height.  The 

macrocell and microcell antennas are linked to their respective base stations which 

convert the air-interface (wireless) protocols to wireline infrastructure protocols.  

Researchers have recently investigated the possibility of transporting modulated 

Radio Frequency (RF) signals, including those in the form of CDMA signals, over 

analog fiber optic links [38].  These investigations have produced promising results, 

but the installation expense for optical fiber infrastructure is high in metropolitan 

areas.  This chapter proposes and examines an attractive method of transporting IS-95 

CDMA channels to their respective base stations using FSO links, as shown in Figure 

4.1.   
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Figure 4.1   Diagram of a base station connected to both a macrocell and microcell using a FSO      
link. 

  

 While the transmission of IS-95 CDMA forward and reverse channels as RF 

intensity-modulated signals over fiber optic links has been explored elsewhere[39], 

this chapter specifically investigates the use of FSO technology to transport 

modulated IS-95 CDMA analog signals. 

 

 The advantages of FSO links for transmission of modulated IS-95 CDMA forward 

and reverse channels are as follows: 

1. FSO IS-95 CDMA links can be installed faster and at considerably less 

 expense than fiber optic links for distances up to 4 km.   
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2. FSO links provide enhanced link security, much higher immunity from 

 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), and do not need   licensing when 

 compared with wireless RF links, or directional microwave links. 

3. The incorporation of FSO provides methods to lower the expense to 

 setup temporary IS-95 CDMA microcells by eliminating the need for 

 demodulating  and dispreading equipment. Temporary microcells are 

 frequently deployed for special events, e.g. a football game, where a 

 large number of cellular subscribers are temporarily gathered together.  

 Thus the equipment required at such a cell site consists of simply an antenna, 

 RF amplifiers, analog  transmitter, analog receiver, optical amplifier, and FSO 

 collimating telescopes, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

   

 

Figure 4.2   Typical equipment found at a microcell that uses an analog FSO link to               
communicate with a base station.   
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  The objective of this chapter is to characterize the forward and reverse channels 

established when a modulated analog IS-95 CDMA signal is transported over an FSO 

link.  In the following subsections, the experimental setup is described and the 

experimental results and analysis are reported. 

 

4.2 Experimental Setup 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the experimental setup utilized in IS-95 CDMA user power and 

SNR measurements.  An Aurora AT3510 analog laser transmitter, with an ITU grid 

compliant output wavelength of 1554.134 nm, was coupled to a Dominion Lasercom 

DAViD® FSO telescope assembly by a single-mode optical fiber.   The transmitting 

and receiving telescopes were aligned line of sight toward each other and separated 

by a distance of 3 m.  The receiving telescope, also a Dominion Lasercom DAViD® 

FSO telescope assembly, was coupled to an Aurora AR4001 analog receiver by a 

single-mode optical fiber.  The IS-95 CDMA input signal applied to the transmitter 

was produced by an Rohde & Schwarz SMIQ 06B signal generator capable of 

generating CDMA uplink channels (mobile to base station) and CDMA downlink  

channels (base station to mobile) using frequencies from 869 to 894 and from 824 to 

849 MHz, respectively.  The RF output signal from the receiver was linked to a 

Tektronix WCA280A wireless communication analyzer to capture SNR 

measurements or connected to an Agilent E7485A base station test receiver to capture 

IS-95 user channel measurements. The Agilent CDMA test receiver demodulates and 
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dispreads the RF output signal to obtain user power measurements. All measurements 

were conducted without the external RF amplifier. While an RF amplifier can be 

coupled at the receiver output to provide RF signal gain, it is beyond the focus of this 

study. 

 

 

Figure 4.3   The experimental setup for measuring user power and SNR when IS-95 CDMA is    
transported over a FSO link. 

 

 

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this section, the results achieved using the experimental setup described in Sec.4.2 

are reported.  The results include measurements of user power and SNR.  These 

measurements provide the required data to describe the characteristics of the overall 

IS-95 CDMA forward and reverse communication channels, including the double 

conversions and the free-space signal propagation.  
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4.3.1 IS-95 CDMA User Power Measurements and Analysis 

The forward IS-95 CDMA channel (base station to mobile) is characterized in terms 

of frequency and a code sequence.  Sixty-four Walsh Codes are used to describe the 

down link channels, providing 64-physical channels.  The IS-95 forward channel 

contains four different types of channels -- W0 pilot channel, W32 synchronization 

channel, W1 paging channel, and (W2-W31) and (W33-W63) traffic channels.  A base 

station distinguishes among its CDMA mobile users by appointing a different Walsh 

code for each mobile user in its service coverage.   

In the beginning, CDMA power measurements were completed directly at the output 

of the CDMA signal generator, without including FSO equipment. These 

measurements present base line values that would be used for comparison.  Figure 4.4 

shows power measurements achieved from the Agilent E7495A base station test 

receiver. It represents the 64 physical channels and power measurements for the IS-95 

CDMA forward channel.  The W0 pilot power, W32 delta synchronization power, W1 

delta paging power, and channel power were measured and found to be -6.9 dBm, -15 

dB, -11.8 dB, and 0 dBm, respectively.  The pilot power is approximately 4-6 dB 

stronger than all other channels.  The delta synchronization power is the amplitude 

difference between the sync power and pilot power, the delta paging power is the 

amplitude difference between the paging power and pilot power, and the channel 

power is the power transmitted across the entire 1.25 MHz CDMA channel set at 0 

dBm.  Power measurements were captured after the installation of free-space channel 

setup. 
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Figure 4.4    A screen capture from the Agilent E7495 A base station test set illustrating the 
results of forward channel measurements at the output of the IS-95 CDMA generator.  

 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the results of the IS-95 CDMA forward channel measurements 

at the output of the analog receiver. The W0 pilot power, W32 delta synchronization 

power, W1 delta paging power, and channel power were measured and found to be -

21.9 dBm, -14.5 dB, -11.7 dB, and -14.6 dBm, respectively.   

 

The pilot channel is the beacon for its related base station.  Each mobile user 

constantly monitors the detectable pilot signals from adjacent base stations to handoff 

to the strongest base station when the handoff is considered necessary.  T_ADD is the 

pilot detection threshold that defines the adequate pilot strength that could keep the 
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mobile user connected to its base station.  When compared to the value of the pilot 

power at the receiving side with the range of values of T_ADD (-31.5 - 0 dB) 

reported in [39], the pilot power measured here is within the reported limits. 

 

The reverse IS-95 CDMA channel (mobile to base station) is also characterized in 

terms of a frequency and a code sequence.  The RF carriers extend across the range 

869-894 MHz, whereas the code sequence is a unique, long pseudo random PN code 

offset used to define the uplink channels.  The W0 pilot power and channel power 

were measured and found to be -15.8 dBm and -14.6 dBm, respectively.  The value of 

the reverse channel power is determined by the base station through which the mobile 

terminal is communicating. To sustain a uniform power received from mobile 

terminals, regardless of their positions with respect to the base station, the base 

station implements a complex power control algorithm to guide mobile terminals to 

lower or higher their transmission power (reverse channel power). 
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Figure 4.5    A screen capture from the Agilent E7495 A base station test set illustrating the 
results  of IS-95 CDMA forward channel measurements at the output of the analog receiver.  

 
 

The objective of the algorithm is to reduce interference among mobile terminals and 

thus increase base station capacity. During the measurements, the IS-95 CDMA 

reverse channel power was set at 0 dBm.  This power can be increased to 23 dBm, 

depending on the neighboring environments.   
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4.3.2 SNR Measurements and Analysis 

 

The RF carrier of the IS-95 CDMA channel occupies 1.25 MHz of the band as 

measured and shown in Figure 4.6.  The transmission of this carrier through a FSO 

link, instead of a conventional RF or a microwave link, exposes the signal to different 

types of noise.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, the sources of  noise in a FSO link 

consists of relative intensity noise (RIN) generated by the laser transmitter, shot noise 

generated by the photodiode in the receiver, and thermal noise generated by resisters 

throughout the link circuitry.  SNR measurements versus frequency were carried out 

for IS-95 CDMA forward and reverse channels over FSO. 

 

              

   Figure 4.6  Occupied bandwidth of IS-95 CDMA signal 
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The RF output power of the IS-95 CDMA generator was placed to 0 dBm for all SNR 

measurements.   The results of the forward link SNR measurements at the receiving 

side are shown in Figure 4.7. The SNR has a minimum value of 40.5 dB at 824 MHz 

and trends upward with increasing the frequency to a maximum value of 46.5 dB at 

849 MHz.  The required SNR for an IS-95 CDMA forward link is at least 16 dB, 

depending on the mobile users’ environments [39], so the results measured are 

considerably better.   
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Figure 4.7   Results of SNR measurements for the forward channel. 

 

The results of the reverse link SNR measurements at the receiving side are shown in 

Figure 4.8. The largest power that a mobile user can transmit is 23 dBm, depending 

on the power control loop. The RF output power of the IS-95 CDMA generator was 
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set at 0 dBm for all measurements.  SNR measurements varied around an average 

value of approximately 40.75 dB throughout the IS-95 CDMA reverse range of 

frequencies (869-894 MHz).  The typical SNR for IS-95 CDMA reverse links may 

vary by over 7 dB, depending on the power control and soft handoff algorithms [39].  

The results measured here are considerably better than the required values.   
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Figure 4.8   Results of SNR measurements for the reverse channel. 

 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter has described an investigation into the viability of FSO for transporting 

IS-95 CDMA signals to base stations.  Experimental measurements of user power and 

SNR demonstrate that FSO offers a suitable transport medium when compared with 

other published data, with performance that exceeds other transmission techniques.  
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Further, FSO has several features that should lead to a significant role for its 

application to IS-95 CDMA transmission in the future.  
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Chapter 5 

The Deployment of CATV Signals  

over Free-Space Optical Links 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Cable television or community antenna television (CATV) is a technology that 

employs radio frequency (RF) signals to broadcast video traffic over a variety of 

transmission media.  Growing consumer demands for new high-speed services and 

expense containment factors have led CATV service providers to deploy increasing 

amounts of optical fiber as the transmission medium of choice.  Additional, using 

dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology, CATV providers are 

able to transmit tens of CATV channels over single optical fiber.  However, the cost 

of installing new fiber infrastructure in metropolitan environments can be quite high.  

In this chapter, an attractive method of transporting CATV using point-to-point FSO 

links is proposed and examined.  In particular, this chapter investigated the 

transmission of two wavelength division-multiplexed VHF and UHF channels over a 

FSO link for potential CATV applications.   

 

In the following subsections, the experimental setup is described and the experimental 

results and analysis are reported. 
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5.2 Experimental Setup 
 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental setup used for RF transmission response 

measurements.  Two Aurora AT3510 analog laser transmitters, with ITU grid 

compliant output wavelengths of 1552.524 nm and 1554.134 nm, were wavelength 

division-multiplexed using an Aurora OP35M4C multiplexer.  The resulting signal 

was fiber-coupled to a Dominion Lasercom DAViD® FSO telescope assembly, shown 

in Figure 5.2.  The space gap separating the aligned transmitting and receiving 

telescopes was 3 m, which was adequate to characterize the proof-of-concept, end-to-

end communication channel, less the atmospheric and geometric losses.  The 

atmospheric loss suffered by FSO systems has been widely studied, as explained in 

Chapter 2.  The receiving telescope, also a Dominion Lasercom DAViD® FSO 

telescope assembly, was fiber-coupled to an Aurora OP31D2D demultiplexer to 

extract the transmitted wavelengths from the obtained composite signal. Two Aurora 

AR4001 analog receivers were linked to the outputs of the demultiplexer.  The RF 

operating frequency range for the transmitters and receivers was from 46 MHz to 870 

MHz.   
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Figure 5.1   FSO experimental setup for RF transmission response measurements. 

 

For transmission response measurements, an Agilent 8712ET RF vector network 

analyzer was coupled between the transmitter input and receiver output.  In addition, 

Aurora OA4444T-42 RF amplifiers were coupled between the receiver outputs and 

the input of the network analyzer, as a result providing RF signal gain.  The Aurora 

equipment used in this investigation was manufactured mainly for the CATV 

industry.  

 

 

                               

 
 Figure 5.2    Dominion Lasercom DAViD® FSO System. 
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For the dynamic range measurements, the only main modification in the setup from 

Figure 5.1 was that, upon removal of the vector network analyzer, Rohde & Schwarz 

SMHU and Agilent 8642A signal generators were coupled to the transmitter inputs to 

provide the composite RF input signals.  A Tektronix WCA280A wireless 

communication analyzer was used as an RF spectrum analyzer to measure the output 

signals, as shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3.  FSO experimental setup for dynamic range measurements 

 

 

5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis  

 

5.3.1 Optical Power Measurements and Analysis 

  

This section presents results from optical power measurements conducted on the FSO 

link and addresses the main sources of optical loss.  The peak optical powers and 

output wavelengths of the analog laser transmitters, after being wavelength division 
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multiplexed, were measured using an Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer.  

Peak powers of 7.56 dBm and 7.22 dBm, and their respective output wavelengths of 

1552.53 nm and 1554.13 nm, were measured at the output of the multiplexer on the 

transmitting end.  These values are shown in the lower table of Figure 5.4.  These 

measurements were taken again at the input of the demultiplexer on the receiving end.  

Peak powers of -12.24 dBm and -12.47 dBm, and respective output wavelengths of 

1552.53 nm and 1554.13 nm, were measured.  These values are shown in the lower 

table of Figure 5.5.  Clearly, there is a loss in optical power of nearly 19 dB.  

Compared with other previously reported results for single wavelength transmission 

over FSO links, this loss is nearly 4 dB higher.  After careful examination, the source 

of this additional loss is not apparent and is left as a topic for future investigation. 

Also, transporting multiple RF signals over single fiber-optic link demonstrated more 

optical loss when compared to that for single RF signal over single fiber-optic link 

[11]. 
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Figure 5.4  A screen capture from the Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer illustrating 
the results of peak power and output wavelength measurements at the output of the optical 
multiplexer.  
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Figure 5.5  A screen from the Advantest Q8384 optical spectrum analyzer illustrating the results  
of peak power and output wavelength measurements at the input of the optical demultiplexer.  

 

 

 

5.3.2 Transmission Response Measurements and Analysis 

RF transmission response measurements provide plots of the RF gain, or loss in a 

communications channel over a specified frequency range.   The vector network 

analyzer plots the output trend over the operating frequency range using 
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⎟             (5.1)              

 

where Ptrans is the RF power received at the output of the receiver and Pinc is the RF 

power transmitted at the input to the laser transmitter. Major factors that can impact 

the value of the gain through an analog FSO communications channel are noise, 

optical attenuation, electrical-optical-electrical conversions, and insertion losses.  

Sources of noise, as explained in Chapter 2, are relative intensity noise (RIN) 

generated by the analog laser transmitter, shot noise generated by the photodiode in 

the analog receiver, and thermal noise generated by resistors in the transceiver 

circuitry.  Optical attenuation due to propagation through the free-space channel 

increases proportionally with the distance.  Electrical-optical-electrical conversions 

introduce a steady amount of loss that can be added to the gain of the FSO 

communications channel and is independent of link length.  Optical insertion losses 

for commercial FSO links are added through the coupling mechanism between the 

FSO transmitting/receiving telescopes and the optical fibers that lead to the 

transceivers.  These coupling losses are responsible for a considerable amount of 

insertion loss. 

 

To compensate for these losses and extend the FSO link length, optical or RF 

amplifiers may be inserted.  An optical amplifier added after the analog laser 

modulator can boost the optical power level reaching the detector, while an RF 
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amplifier connected after the analog receiver can boost the RF power level reaching 

an RF receiver. 

  

Results of the transmission response measurements for Ch29, with and without the 

RF amplifier included, are shown in Figure 5.6.  Without the RF amplifier, the 

transmission response (loss) varied from -23.07 dB to -16.05 dB over the operating 

frequency range 55-870 MHz.  With the RF amplifier, the transmission response 

(gain) varied from 4.27 dB to 8.98 dB over the same frequency range. 
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Figure 5.6   Results of transmission response measurements for Ch29, 1554.134 nm. 
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Figure 5.7 illustrates the results of the transmission response measurements for Ch31.  

Similarly, without the RF amplifier, the transmission response changed from -23.44 

dB to -16.789 dB over the operating frequency range 55-870 MHz.  With the RF 

amplifier, the transmission response changed from 4.23 dB to 8.38 dB over the same 

frequency range.  
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 Figure  5.7   Results of transmission response measurements for Ch31, 1552.524nm. 

 

These measurements for both multiplexed channels compare favorably with the -20 to 

-50 dB losses reported in other measurements for analog fiber optic channels [40].  

The RF amplifier provides more power gain allowing the FSO signal to offset the 

FSO losses, thus allowing increased link lengths. 
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5.3.3  Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) Measurements and Analysis 

SNR is an important measure of the performance of communications links with 

respect to the existing noise.   For this examination, SNR measurements were carried 

out on the FSO link, with and without the RF amplifier, over a frequency range of 55-

870 MHz.  The RF output power from the signal generator was 0 dBm for all 

measurements.  The results of the SNR measurements for Ch29 are shown in Figure 

5.8.  Without the RF amplifier, the SNR starts at a lowest value of 14.18 dB at 55 

MHz and increases to a highest value of 42.21 dB at 870 MHz.  With the RF 

amplifier, the SNR starts out at a lowest value of 39.99 dB at 55 MHz and increases 

to a highest value of 65.46 dB at 850 MHz.  
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  Figure .5.8   Results of SNR measurements for Ch29, 1554.134 nm.  
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Results of the SNR measurements for Ch31 are shown in Figure 5.9, with and without 

the RF amplifier included.  Without the RF amplifier, the SNR fluctuated from 12.9 

dB to 41.23 dB over the operating frequency range of 55-870 MHz.  With the RF 

amplifier, the SNR fluctuated from 39.01 dB to 59.23 dB over the same frequency 

range.  These measurements for both multiplexed channels compare positively with 

results from SNR measurements on other analog fiber optic links as reported in [40]. 

Thus, FSO appears a viable alternative for optical fiber in short distance applications. 
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Figure 5.9   Results of SNR measurements for Ch31, 1552.524 nm. 
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5.3.4  Dynamic Range Measurements 

Typical CATV signals are composed of a number of RF carriers over a single 

communications channel and it is important to predetermine the dynamic range of the 

channel to insure that harmonic distortion does not arise and lead to undesired 

frequency overlap.   Harmonic distortion is normally not of great concern for single 

carrier channels. 

 

There are two main methods to measure the dynamic range, as mentioned in Chapter 

3.  Identically, the second method was used to measure the dynamic range in this 

study.  The third order intermodulation (3IM) power was plotted to provide the third 

order intermodulation free dynamic range.  An RF mixer was used to multiplex two 

equal power RF signals at closely spaced frequencies of MHzfMHzf 501,499 21 == .  

Providing the composite RF signal into the FSO channel, the 3IM signal power was 

measured at frequencies  .5032,4972 1221 MHzffandMHzff =−=−   

Repeating the same measurements while increasing the input power for both 

frequencies allows the 3IM line to be plotted.  Measuring the output power of the 

fundamental frequency over the same range of input power plots the 

fundamental output line, which intersects the 3IM line.  In this study, a directly 

modulated, distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode was utilized as the transmitter, so 

RIN is the dominant noise source. 

MHzf 500=
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 Using the second method, the 3IM free dynamic range for Ch29 was 95 dB.Hz2/3, as 

shown in Figure 5.10. 
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   Figure 5.10  Results of 3rd order intermodulation free dynamic range measurements for Ch29. 

 

Also, the 3IM free dynamic range for Ch31 is 92 dB.Hz2/3, as shown in Figure 5.11.  

Compared with previously reported results for optical fiber links, the 3IM free 

dynamic ranges measured over the FSO link are sufficient to allow a distortion free 

FSO communications channel for CATV applications.   
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Linearization of the modulator can enhance the analog channel performance by 

reducing the signals produced by harmonic distortion.  Analog electronic correction 

of the distorted electro-optic devices, correction by digital signal processing, and 

optical linearization are three current methods of linearization [10].  The simplest 

linearization method is to use a narrowband filter at the output of the analog 

modulator to allow the frequencies 1221 22 ffandff −−  to pass and eliminate the 

rest of the 3rd order distortion signals. 
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   Figure 5.11  Results of 3rd order intermodulation free dynamic range measurements for Ch31. 
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5.4 Summary 
 
This chapter has reported the results of an investigation into the use of FSO 

technology for potential CATV application.  The results of optical power, 

transmission response, SNR, and dynamic range measurements indicate the suitability 

of FSO links.  The motivation for this investigation has been to take advantage of the 

characteristics of FSO technology for the deployment of CATV links in metropolitan 

areas. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

The major of focus of this dissertation research was the investigation of the 

effectiveness of FSO to transport analog radio frequency (RF) intensity-modulated 

signals.  The experimental results, supported and verified with theoretical analysis, 

showed that FSO provides a viable transmission medium in antenna-remoting 

applications, as well as cellular networks and cable television (CATV) signal 

distribution networks.   

 

The advantages of transmitting modulated radio frequency (RF) signals over FSO 

links are as follows:  

• FSO transmission links can be deployed faster, in some instances more 

economically, and provide a faster return on investment than optical fiber links.  

• When compared with wireless RF links, FSO requires no licensing, provides 

better link security and much higher immunity to electromagnetic interference 

(EMI).   

• FSO is highly invulnerable to interference from other sources of laser radiation.  

• Size and weight saving is an important seek for particular applications of laser 

communications, such as satellite-to-airplane or airplane-to-airplane laser 
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communications.  Analog FSO can reduce the cost, weight, and size of 

transmission equipment as compared to a digital implementation by eliminating 

the needs to analog-digital-analog converters.   

 

The contributions of this work are the experiment results and conclusions that follow, 

indicating that FSO provides a suitable transmission medium for radar signals, for 

transporting IS-95 CDMA signals to base stations from macro-and microcell sites, and 

for the deployment of CATV links.  To the best of the author’s knowledge, these are 

the first reported results of their kind. 

 

First, the study showed comparisons of FSO performance with that of an identical 

fiber optic link.  The motivation for the comparison was the assurance of more 

accurate comparison, which indicates the potential improvements that can be 

conducted to develop better FSO link performance.  This study provided 

measurements of optical power, transmission response, reflection response, group 

delay that defines phase distortion, carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), and dynamic range 

that defines nonlinear distortion.  These measurements established the characteristics 

of analog FSO link as follows: 

• Optical loss, RF gain, and RF SNR for analog FSO links compare favorably 

with those of analog fiber-optic links 

• Similar to fiber-optic links, analog FSO links do not introduce phase 

distortion. 
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• The dynamic range of the analog FSO link was good enough to provide a 

distortion free communications channel. 

  From these results, the viability of FSO as an alternative to fiber can be more firmly 

established.   

 

Second, a new method to setup temporary IS-95 CDMA microcells or permanent IS-

95 CDMA macrocells using FSO was proposed.  Experimental measurements of user 

power and SNR indicate that the mobile unit was continuously connected to its 

respective base station through FSO link connecting the cell.  Also, this mobile unit 

has not shown any intention to hand off to another base station while it is presented 

within the cell coverage area.  Moreover, this study showed the suitability of 

replacing an expensive directional microwave connection which is usually installed to 

set up temporary microcell with an economic FSO connection. Further, the viability 

of the method was demonstrated in the laboratory. 

 

Third, the demonstration of a new transmission technique of multiple radio frequency 

(RF) signals, e.g., CATV signals, over a single FSO link using wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) technology. The results supported with theoretical analysis, of 

optical power, transmission response, SNR, and dynamic range measurements 

indicate the suitability of FSO links for multiple radio frequency applications.  

Although FSO links contain nonlinear devices which can create distortion signals at 
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the link output, this investigation showed that the FSO measured dynamic range is 

sufficient to allow distortion free transmission of multiple carriers.  

 

6.2 Future Work 

This investigation has led to ideas for additional, future research.  All of the 

previously described experiments were performed on a FSO link set up indoors in a 

laboratory environment.  From a more practical perspective, it may prove useful to 

repeat the study on an outdoor installation where the link length is several hundred 

meters and subject to weather conditions that are difficult to replicate in the lab.  

 

Also, this investigation showed that the optical loss for the simultaneous transmission 

of multiple RF signals over a single FSO link using wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM) technology is larger than that of the transmission of single RF signal over 

FSO link.  The reason for this additional optical loss was not clear and was left as a 

topic for future investigation. 

 

In addition, this investigation demonstrated the viability of using FSO link to 

transport IS-95 CDMA signals, but there is still needs to be an investigation into the 

transport of GSM signals. 
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Appendix 

Data of measurements for the figures 

 

Please check the contents of the included CD. 
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